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As our season continues to roll on, our next event is fast approaching! Join us Saturday, May 30, and
Sunday, May 31, in Lexington, Kentucky, for the next Combat Challenge! This annual event is a great
time for the whole family, with the host hotel just steps from the course, and the Kids' Challenge will be
there, too! Register today, or check our website for more information about this event!

Our Operations Manager Ron Beckman gives an update about our hammers, what the preparation
process is for competition. Read the blog here.

A reminder to anyone who qualifies for the first time for World Challenge in Montgomery, Alabama: as
soon as you have qualified, please see Belinda in the Combat Wear Zone, in the back of the red trailer, for
your Finalist Packet. This year, we have packets made up with your patch, t-shirt, flag (for Relay and
Tandem qualifiers), and an information packet containing important and helpful details for your trip to
Worlds.

In light of a recent story on 60 Minutes, Dr. Paul shares an article which looks at CrossFit, in particular
the subject of safety and techniques in high intensity training. Check out his blog entry, and the article
here.

Operations Manager Ron Beckman recently travelled to New Zealand for their National Finals for the

Operations Manager Ron Beckman recently travelled to New Zealand for their National Finals for the
Firefighter Combat Challenge. A guest of the New Zealand Fire Services, and the United Fire Brigades
Administration, Ron also provided the first ever Course Officials Certification workshop. Results and
coverage of the weekend's events can be found here. Congratulations to Ed Jackman of Cust, who took
first in the Male Individual, and Angela Munro of Otahuhu, who took first in the Female Individual
categories, respectively!

Looking for official Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge apparel? We've got your hook-up! In the back of
our red trailer at every event is the Combat Wear Zone, with tons of official Challenge gear. Feel free
to come in, browse selection, and ask questions! We've got a constantly evolving stock of shirts, shorts,
Under Armour backpacks and hats, as well as decals, children's gear, and True North helmet and mask
bags. It's all there, in the Combat Wear Zone!
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